1. Where the Crawdads Sing
   Delia Owens, Putnam, $26
★

2. The Nickel Boys
   Colson Whitehead, Doubleday, $24.95
★

3. Chances Are . . .
   Richard Russo, Knopf, $26.95

4. City of Girls
   Elizabeth Gilbert, Riverhead Books, $28

5. The New Girl
   Daniel Silva, Harper, $28.99

6. On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
   Ocean Vuong, Penguin Press, $26

7. Summer of ’69
   Elin Hilderbrand, Little Brown, $28

8. Ask Again, Yes
   Mary Beth Keane, Scribner, $27

9. One Good Deed
   David Baldacci, Grand Central, $29

10. Circé
    Madeline Miller, Little Brown, $27

11. The Lager Queen of Minnesota
    J. Ryan Stradal, Pamela Dorman Books, $26

12. Evvie Drake Starts Over
    Linda Holmes, Ballantine, $26

13. Normal People
    Sally Rooney, Hogarth, $26
★

14. Lady in the Lake
    Laura Lippman, Morrow, $26.99
★

15. Fleishman Is in Trouble
    Taffy Brodesser-Akner, Random House, $27
★

Other Indie Favorites

**The Islanders: A Novel, by Meg Mitchell Moore (William Morrow, $26.99)** “In The Islanders, Moore tells a wonderful tale of forgiveness and love woven into the beautiful backdrop of Block Island, Rhode Island. A disgraced author must hit bottom before he can start to forgive himself and find his way back to life. A local shop owner must deal with the changes that have taken place in her life, including her daughter leaving home and some new competition that threatens her livelihood. Well-written with sharply drawn characters, this is more than a beach read but just as enjoyable.” —Robert Angell, Spring Street Bookstore, Newport, RI

**Say Say Say: A Novel, by Lila Savage (Knopf, $24)** “Say Say Say is a small and subtle debut novel that packs an emotional wallop. Lila Savage's writing is so beautiful and vulnerable it's impossible to put down. This is the kind of novel that shines with such honesty and compassion you feel the need to re-evaluate your life right along with the main character, Ella. I eagerly await reading anything else Savage writes.” —Katerina Argyres, Bookshop West Portal, San Francisco, CA

---

**NONFICTION**

1. Educated
   Tara Westover, Random House, $28
★★

2. Three Women
   Lisa Taddeo, Avid Reader Press/S&S, $27

3. Becoming
   Michelle Obama, Crown, $32.50

4. The Pioneers
   David McCullough, S&S, $30

5. The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck
   Mark Manson, Harper, $24.99

6. Everything Is F*cked
   Mark Manson, Harper, $26.99

7. The Second Mountain
   David Brooks, Random House, $28

8. Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat
   Samin Nosrat, Wendy MacNaughton (Illus.), S&S, $35

9. Range
   David Epstein, Riverhead Books, $28

10. Maybe You Should Talk to Someone
    Lori Gottlieb, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, $28

11. Stay Sexy & Don’t Get Murdered
    Karen Kilgariff, Georgia Hardstark, Forge, $24.99

12. Stop Doing That Sh*t
    Gary John Bishop, HarperOne, $22.99

13. Howard Stern Comes Again
    Howard Stern, S&S, $35

14. The Moment of Lift
    Melinda Gates, Flatiron Books, $26.99

15. The British Are Coming
    Rick Atkinson, Holt, $40
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